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INTRODUCTIO/%. a

With the passage of,PUblic Law 94-142, the Education of All Handi-

capped Miildren Act, he Bureau of Education for the Handicapped re-

vibed its training priorities to support modeltraining programs for reg- '

ular educatiOn instructional, supportive and administrative personnel.

This priority area, known as the Regular Education In8ervice Priority

(MOGI), covers over 230 projects in almost every state. These projects

haw been organized by the Bureau into a resource sharing vd inform-
/

tion network knovWn as the National Inservice Network', (NIN) . The NIN is

housed at Indiana University and has for the past 18 hs been opera=

ting as the resource identification and dissemination arm of the Network.

The need for a guide to assist educational plannersand'othQ4- leader-
\\

ship personnel in the design of professional deVelgpfinent activitl-tjor

regular education and. special education personnel has been consistently

documented orior'to the passage of P.L.94-142 and certainly since that

time. TWo key provisions of the law underscore this need: (a) the re-

quirement that individual educational plans (IEPs) be developed with all

significantiorofessional and supportive personnel, including parents; and

(b) that the educational program be implemented in the least restrictive

environment (interpreted as the place where the child can mcGt appropri-

ately be educated according to his'IEP). But what is the range of knowl-

edge and skills needed by educators to carry out these requirements?

Manly of tl.e National Inservice Network projects were identified by
4

our project information specialist, Daniel Cline, as having developed-

listings of competencies regular educators needed to have in order to ef-

\,3 fectively educate handicapped children' in the least restrictive environ-

ment. Several were in the process of validating those listings. Stanley

4
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Fagan, sta;6devetwoment consultant fran Montgomery County, Maryland was

one (-6.f these project directors. It was Dr. Fagan's suggestion that tne fl

Network consider the development of a document which would compile the

types of behaviors that many of the orojedt directors had identified aril

others which they use, in designing training interventions. docu-

ment is the result of that suggestion.
4

It is important to stress that this compilation or listing of alter-

native training priorities,and example training outcomes is not considered

to be a validated list of statements that carry threndorsement of a pro-

fessional,group currently involved in -this training. Rather this compila-

tion was developed to .ssist those with the responsibility to develop

needs assessments and from those-fieeds sessments design inservice train-

ing frograms for personnel who wil become or are currently engaged in

lb
providing educciponal opportunities to handicapped children. Hopefully:

others can benefit fran the combined expertise of a group of our project

directors trho havd4pent a great deal'of'time in designing their own inter*,

ventions, seeking further validation for these training priorities and
11.

outcomes. Opportunities to share at another time, in other ways, the re-

sults of their own applications are anticipated.

This is truly one of the first major cooperative efforts that TIN

has been able to produce in oonyunction witi a sample of our project di-

rectors. These project directors

Ruth Arnold Imogene Land A1tert Marshall
Stetson University Oklahoma State Univ. Callornia State Univ. Chico

Sandra Cohen Betty Jane hates Qaisar Mitang
University of Va. Simmons College Old Dominika University

worked very closely witErE editors, niel Clint: aria S

in the production of this document. !bst importantly, their collaborative

;\
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effort represents an attempt by a grouikof professionals to share their

combined expertise with their colleagues in the Network and with other -

interested parties. The Network was established to servelprimarily theAP
,

project directors and assist then in their implementation activities.

But early on, project, directors in the 14twork indicad that it would

seize purposes and the purposes of their projects to share

their learnings. The National Inservie Network does provide a forum

for sharing their learnings,and f the dissemination of their products.

I would like to say tha you to all the project directors involved

here and comer.: them on their fine effort. Special thanks go to Jan

Brown who worked wit ,Pev Cline and Dr. Fagan in the early refiQement and

certainly to the fine work of Ms. Brown, Ms. Calkins and Ms. Baker who

initially put-bgEt.hfrthe stimulus document tat was used by the project

directors for review and study. rinally, a number of support personnel

at niN, Jane McGirr and especially at Schwarz, were involved in the re-

vition and final typing ofthe manuscript. Dan Cline of the NIN staff

was deeply involved in the project from its original conception to the

completion of the final docuMent. He, along with Dr. Fagan, have made

. this first collaborative effort at NIN a reality.

Leonard C. Burrello

Associate professor and
Project Director
National Inservice Network
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DESCRIPTION OF OaMPILATION PROCESS

Fourteap competency documents (see appendix) were collected from
training program,; across the network of regular education inservice
training projects funded by The Bureau for the education of the
Handicapped. In addition, those gathered by Michigan State from
the Dean's Grant Network (University of Minnesota) were a major
source. The compilation process lasted from April, 1979 through
November and involved several revisions and four levels of analysis.

Level I Analysis

The original competency listings were analyzed by a team of three
special education administration doctoral students. Throughout
the compilation process, each person's work was checked by at least
one other team member. The analysis and compilation nrocess included
four stages: (1) Each complete set of competency documents was read
tforoughly. Team members agreed upon twelve general areas which re-
flected the range of competency areas and did not overlan; (2) Each
competency statement was categorized according to one of the twelve
general areas; (3) for each general area, sub-categories were identi-
fied from a content analysis of the competency statements. Once sub-
categories were identified, each competency statement was re-examined
and assigned to the appropriate sub-category. Obvious duplications
were eliminated at this time; (4) Each competency was again analyzed
and the main concept in the statement was identified. An attempt
was made to further weed out competency statements which were too
broad or general or which represented substantive duplications. When
several competencies were clearly overlapr)ing, statements were elimi-
nated or retained based upon criteria of exclusi "eness and snecificity.

ley

el II Analysis

This first iteration was developed for review by an ad hoc task force
of seven project directors chaired by Stanley Fagan of Montgomery
County Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland. This group reviewed the
document at a meeting in Dallas and outlined the remaining steps in
the process. They decided that the word "competencies" would not be
used. instead, it was felt that the competencies should be considered
"objectives" listed under "training nriorities" within the twelve
general categories.

At this meeting it was decided that Stanley Fagan and Dan Cline would
develop a second iteration independently for comparison. The task was
to group or cluster the objectives under each of the twelve major cate-
gories into training focus statements. Tb do this, the objectives under
each heading were generically, re- sorted and a focus statement was devel-
oped which, in personal judgment, best represented that subgroup of
objectives. This second iteration in its two versions was exchanged by
mail and discussed over the.telephone to check for agreement on the ob-
jectives and to decide on clarity of language. This resulted in an in-



dex whiel. listed the ob)eCtives by their reference numbers from the
original document, broken out by eleven broad categories, several
sub-categories, and numerous smaller clusters under those subcate-
gories. This work was accomplished mostly by Jan Brown and Stanley
Fagan.

Level III Analysis

The index or outline version was mailed to members of the ad hoc
task force which originally met in Dallas. This group of project
directors (see title page) compared the index to the original, check-
ing for overall clarity, scone, and specificity. They provided much
valuable feedback and made numerous recommendations regarding langOage
consistency, proper placement of objectives and appronriateness of the
way objectives were grouped.

Level TV Analysis

Feedback from these project directors was used in preparing the final
document. This reguiked moving numerous objectives as well as re-
writing most of them for consistent language. An additional recommenda-
tion - to cross-reference training topics with training materials -
was done at this time.

Organization of the Documents

The guide is arranged broadly across eleven categorie's, or training
priorities. Under these priorities, the objectives are grouped by in-
structional units, then further by training topics. There are nearly
700 objectives in this guide.

Along the right hand margin of many pages you will find columns of
numbers. These numbers are the accession numbers of inservice train-
ing materials collected from across the Network and described in our
Resource Directory. An effort was made to reference materials adja-
cent"to the training topics they address.

The last trio pages list the source documents from which the objectives
were taken. Throughout the text, these sources are referenced by num-
ber in parentheses after the objectives they contributed.

We are interested in any constructive feedbarl sers or readers may
have. Please address comments to Leonard C. hurrello, Project
Director, National Inservice Network.

D. Cline and S. Fagan, editors

1 0



TRAINING PRIORITY I. MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC POLICY

UNIT-A: Laws and Regulations

*rjIOPIC: for education of the handicapped,
P.L.94-142, Section 504

OBJECIIVES

1. Understand the legislative components of M9011
P.L.94-142, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 9099

Act, and the State COmprehehsivc; Special Edu- 9098

cation Plan. (13) 9094
9037

2. Know the definition and meanings of "related 9036
services" as given in P.L.94-142. (11) 9054

9058

3. Know P.L.94-142 terminology and definitions
(e.g., "least restrictive environment", "free
appropriate public education") . (13)

,

4. Be able to specify provisions in P.L494-142 re-
, garding each of the followng:

a. Individual-Education Plans
b. Least Restrictive Environment
c. Due Process
d. Local Committee on the Handicappqd
e. Project Child Find
f. Referral procedures
g. Nen-discriminatory testing

5. Understand the legal basis and implications of
mainstreaming of exceptional children with em-
phasis on P.L.94-142. (3)

6. Be able to demonstrate knowledge of how a teacher
siould respond to legal rights of children and
parents. (1)

7. Know the rights of the handicapped and the con-
cepts of due process and periodic review as they
pertain to educational services. (13)

8. Know the provisions of procedural safeguards re-
quirements. (13)

F717577 Historical and Philosophical Antecedents

OBJECrIVES

9. Know the historical background which culminated in
the passage of Public Law 94-142. (11)

10. Know the purpose and philosophy of P.L.94-142. (11)

9049
9045
9019
9017
9014
9013
9006
9024

9023
9004
9046



MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC P)LICY: Laws and Regulations ConLinued

11. Know the forces thac-i5perdte on behalf of the handi-
capped and gifted to include legislation, litigati)n,
and advocacy groups. (13)

12. Describe the provisions made fc51- the education and/or
case of handicapped peTsons ,across several major his-
torical periods. (6) J

13. Have a basic grasp of the history and philosophy of
mainstreamang. (1)

14. Understand the philosophical and sciaal bases of
special education services. (13)

15. Understand, as a social force, the place
in society of handicapped and gifted

individuals. (13)

/*TOPIC:I State Laws and Guidelines

OBJECTrVES

16. ::now the State Laws and State Department of Education
guidelines for programs for exceptional children. (12)

FRIIEET7 Judicial Actions

0a3ECTIVES

17. Be familiar with the major issues behind landmark
itigation on behalf of handicapped children.

M9017
9014

UNIT B: Least Restrictive Environment and Mainstreanlim

/*TOPIC:I Definitions, Rationale, Principles. and 10,c'el:; M9100
9099

9046
9075

1. Uescribe the -normalization principle" as it applies .901"?

9022
9021

2. Be familiar with the concept of least restrictive 9020
9098
9094

3. Be familiar with least restrictive placement pos- 9037

sibilities. (13) 9036

9055
4. Specify what mainstreaming is and what it is not. (6) 9054

9052

5. 7xplain the rationale for mainstreaming mildly hands 9058

capped children. (12) 9057

to the handicapped. (1)

environment: (11)



-MAINSIREMINV.; AND PUBLIC POLICY: Least Restrictive Elivirorsrkmt and
Mainstreaming .ontinued

6. Have a basic knowledge of various mainstreaming
models: e.g., consulting teacher, diagnostic pre-
scriptive teacher, itinerant teachers, resource roars,
special education classes, etc. (1)

M9062
9063
9050
9049
9048

7. Cnmpare and contrast the major factors of mainstream 9047
education with those of traditional special education. 9045
(10 9086

9019
9013
9026
9024

9023
9004

`'TOPIC:I Criteria for !-Yatching Students to Different Fducational
Settings

OBJD7rIVEr=

8. an understanding of appropriate ins*,-ructional
settings for the handicapped. (13)

Identify educational programs for children who require
special services and facilities to maximize their
potential. (1)

Identify criteria for predictirc success of handacapped
students in different educational environments. (13)

ri7DPIC:' Parent and Community Involvement

011.TECT.TIES

M9035
9060
9068
9080

11. ',:lderstand the . ance of parents and the community 9028
9004
9003

12. 8e able to involve parents it making placr.71-ent deci- 9001

9099

as participants in`a mainstreamang program. (1)

sions for their children. (1)

1 0"

9052
9062
9061
9Q71
9017
9015
9022
9040
90 39

,9064

90



3

MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC POLICY: Administrative Procedures

UNIT C: Administrative Procedures

/*TOPIC:I Service Models M9100
9099

OBJECTIVES
9094
9039

1. Identify the advantages/disadvantages for mainstream- 9059
.,ng of various organizational structures, such as 9057
self-contained classrooms, team teaching, depart- 9066
mentalization. (6) 9067

9088
2. 'lb are and contrast various administrative models 9016

(itinerant teachers, resource rooms, special classes) 9002

3. Be familiar with current approaches to the education
of the mildly handicapped child in schools today. (5)

/*TOPIC:' Funding Proces" as 3 Sources

OBJEMV

4. Understand the concept of variability through analysis
of the

a. historical development of educational programs
and full service delivery systems for the
handicapped and gifted

b. organization, administration, and supervision
of programs for handicapped students in dif-
ferent educational settings. (13)

5. Describe the influence of funding for specific pro-
grams on the identification and labeling process (.chat
comes first - the label or the funding?) (6)

/*TOPIC:i Access to Services

-OBJECTIVES

6.. Trace the process by which handicapped children be-
come -labeled- (referral to placement). (6)

7. Identify barriers to delivering appropriate services
to handicapped children.

(*TOPIC:' Data '7,athering, Program Monitoring

OEJECI'IVE.S

9. :Know methods for gathering, and recording child
achievement data.

9. mow the kinds of data needed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of instruction.

14
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n.
MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC POLICY: Administrative Procedures Continued

10..be able totranslateevaluative information for the
Improvement of instruction.

UNr" D: Issues

l*TOPIC:i implications of P.L.94-142

OBJECTIVE

M9100
9098
9063
9049

1. List same of the implications for educators (class- 9047
roomteachers, special teachers, administrators,' sup- 9072
port personnel, etc.) of P.L.94-142. (6) 9028

9017
l*TOPIC:i Pros and Cons of Mainstreaming 9006

9021
9025OBJECTIVES

2. Recognize the desirability that exceptional children
be educated with "normal" children to enhance the
development of self-concept, self Lmage, and general
mental hygiene. (1)

3. Be familiar with the concerns of the school and com-
munity regardina the education of the mildly handi-
capped. (5)

4. Describe several of the reasons mainstreaming has
received support and several reasons it is sometimes
opposed. (6)

/*TOPIC:' Pros and Cons of Labeling

32.77CTIVES

5. Identify differing perspectives on the labeling pro-
cess. (6)

6. Explain the negative effects of labeling or classi-
fying persons as handicapped. (1)

7. Compare and contrast academic information versus dis-
ability labels as aids in planning for instruction.
(13)

UNIT E: Attitude3

Influence of Teacher Behavior and Expectations

OBJECTIVES

1'

M9036

9060

9045
9086
9005
9024
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MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC POLICY: Attitudes Continued

1. Describe the ways in which expectations and stereo-
types affect responses, learning, and relationships
of children. (13)

2. Understand the influence of teachers on the intel-
lectual growth, social adjustment, and independence
of children with these deficits. -(1)

f*IIDPIC:i Awareness, Change of Attitudes

OBJECTIVES

3. Accept humanistic principle (e.g., dignity of man,
worth of individual, value of creativity). (1)

4. Describe or be aware of own attitudes toward handi-
capped persons. (6)

5. Be aware of the attitudes toward disabled children
on the part of: parents, teachers, counselors, ad-
ministrators, "normal" students, and special stu-
dent:

6. Describe or be aware of attitude differences toward
various handicapping conditions (emotional distur-
bance, perceptual dysfunction, retardation). (6)

7. Be aware of the ways in which differences set
people apart. (13)

8. Id.ntify the personality and physical differences
which tend to isolate people. (13)

9. Reflect a positive attitude toward non-achieving and
non-adapting pUpils. (1)

10. Describe rather than evaluate. (1)

11. Stress problem-solving rather than controllipg. (1)

12. Show equality rather than superiority. (1)

13. Be able to distinguish between the child and his/her
behavior (rejecting behavior rather than rejecting
child). (11)

.14. Be able to follow through and maintain continuous con-
tact with the problems of each child. (11)

15. Be sympathetic to the concept of least restrictive
environments. (11)

M9036
9053
90"6
9084
9080

9078
9076

9008
9012
9001
9024

I



MAINSTREAMING AND PUBLIC POLICY: Attitudes Continued

16. Describe or be aware of personal values in relation
to mainstreaming. (13)

17. Feel personally adequate and professionally compe-
tent to teach handicapped children and youth. (11)

/*TOPIC:i Empathy for Handicapped Children and Their Families

OBJECTIVES

18. Demonstrate openness to experience. (1)

19. Experience the sensations of failure and of being
different. (13)

m .

20. Be familiar with the unique problems of exceptional
children and their families. (11)

21. Appreciate the sense of being different as experi-
enced by special students. (13)
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TRAINING PRIORITY II. CHARACTERISTICS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

UNIT A: Normal Child Development M9035
9052

/*TOPIC4 Developmental patterns, tasks, and needs 9063
9044

.OBJECTIVES 9041
9085

1. Understand that exceptional children follow the same 9027
-patterns of development and have the same needs as 9023
the non-exceptional child. (1) 9004

9055
2. Have knowledge of general -nild development. (1) 9043

-9042

'3. Demonstrate and utilize knowledge about the normal 9020
and deviant learning patterns of children and youth. 9003

(1)

*TOPIC:' Intellectual Olagnitive) and Perceptual Development M9024
9028

OBJECTIVE, 9020
9077

4. Have knowledge of intellectual development. (1)

/*TOPIC:Physical and Psychomotor Development M9066
9064

OBJECTIVES 9080
9077

5. Have knowledge of Fine-motor development. (1) 9076
9023

6. Have knowledge of gross-motor development. (1)

/ Understand patterns of physical development. (1)

/*TOPIC:7 Social and Emotional Development M9094
9040

OBJECTIVE 9035
9034

8. Have knowledge of stages and sequence of social 9066

development. (1) 9079
9089

9008
9023
9004
9103
9020

LICITICJ Language Development 149034

9066

OBJECTIVE 9080
9078

9. Have knowledge of normal language development. (1) 9027
9024
9004
9003

18
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HANDICAPPING ODNDTTIONS: Normal Child Development Continued

Minority Group Problems and Services M9024

OBJECTIVE

10. Understand the cognitive and behavioral differences
of minority children. (11)

\

UNIT B: Identifying and Programming for Handicapping Conditions

f*TOPIC:1 Mental Retardation: Definition, Criteria, Indicators,
Prognosis, and Interventions

OBJECTIVES

1. Be familiar with the meanings and definitions of \\
mental retardation. (11)

2. Discuss the possible limitations of mental retarda-
tion in relation to: the individual, his/her physical
environment, and the social value, system. (1)

M9102
9035

9044
9027

/*TOPIC:' Specific Learning Disabilities: Definition, Criteria, M9082
Indicators,' Prognosis, and Interventions 9096

9035
OBJECTIVES 9087

3. Be familiar with the cognitive, physical, social,
behavior, and educational characteristics of sensory
handicapped children. (11)

4. Be familiar with'the meanings and definitions of
neurological impairments. (11)

5. Be familiar with the itive, physical, social,
behavior, and'educatio al characteristics of neuro-
logically, phYsically, nd orthopedically handicapped
children. (11)

p

6. Have knowledge of thesna ure and needs of children
with motor, perceptual, and visual-motor deficits.
(1)

7. Be familiar with the meanings and definitions of
specific learning disabilities. (1)

8. Discuss the possible limitations 8t specific learn-
ing disabilities in relation to: the individual,
his/her environment and the social value Este. (1)

/*TOPIC:i Emotional Impairment; Definiton, Criteria, Indicators, M6103
Prognosis, and Interventions 9066

9020

1J
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CHARACTERISliCS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS: Identifying and Programming for
Handicapping Conditions Continued

OTITECTIVM

9. Understand the causes:prevention, characteristics,
and treatment of common behavj. attention dis-
orders such as problems as ed with aggression,
withdrawal, immaturity, oized delinquency, loss
of control, and more aberrant disorders of personality.
(13)

10 Be familiar with the meanings and definitions of emo-
tional disturbance. (11)

9035
9065

12. Discuss the possible limitations of emotional dis-
turbance in relation to: the individtl, his/her
physical environment, and the social value system. (1)

(*TOPIC:' Hearing Impairment; Definition Criteria, Indicators, Prog- M9101
nosis, and Interventions 9027

9023
OBJECTIVES

12. Be familiar with the cognitive, physical, social,

behavior,.and educational characteristics of hearing
impaired children. (11)

.13. Be able to recognize signs of hearing problems,
identify students with such signs, and refer the stu-
dents for screening and diagnostic testing. (4)

14. Know thetmeanings and definitions of sensory impair-
ments0A11)

15. Recognize and describe response patterns which may
indicate atypical auditory and yisual perceptual
auditory and visual perceptual development. (13)

16. Discuss the possible limitations of hearing impair-
ment in relation to: the individual, his/her physical
environment, and the social value system. (1)

M9101
9027
9004

PTOPIC: / Speech and Language Impairment: Definitions, Criteria,
Indicators, Prognosis, and Interventions

OBJECTIVES 9034
9066

17. familiar with the cognitive, physical, social,
behavior, and educational characteristics of r;oeech

9080
9078

and language impairment. (11) 9024
9003

18. P-.! familiar with the meanings and definitions of
auditory handicapping conditions. (11) ----J
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CHARAUERISTICS OF HANDICAPPING a)NDITIONS: Identifying and Programming for
Handicapping Conditions Continued

L*TOPICIJ Visual Impairment: definition, criteria, indicators, prognosis,
and interventions

OBJECTIVES

19. Ba familiar with the cognitive, physical, social, M9064
behavior, and educational characteristics of visually 9042
impaired children. (11) 9080

9077
20. De familiar with the meanings and definitions of 9001

visual handicaps. (11) 9027
9023

21. Understakithe nature and needs of children with visual
handicaps and the implications for regular classroom
programming. cly

22. Discuss the possible limitations of visual handicaps
in relation to: the individual, his/her physical en-
vironment, and the social value system. (1)

PTOPIC:i0thet Health Impairments: definition, criteria, indicators,
prognosis, and interventions.

OBJECTIVES

23. Be familiar with the meanings and definitions of
health Impairment. (11)

24. Be familiar with the cognitive, physical, social,
behavior, and educational characteristics of health
impaired children. (11)

25. Recognize and describe characteristics of atypical
physical developmeL.` and health-related deficiencies
which can affect the normal developmental pattern. (1)

/*OPIC:J/Multihandicapping conditions: Definitions, Criteria,
Indicators, Prognosis, and InterwIrtions.

OBJECTIVES

26. Be familiar with the cognitive, physical, social,
behavior, and educational characteristics of multiply
handicapped children. (11)

27. 2e familiar with the meanings and definitions of
multiple handicapps. (11:

28. Discuss the possible limitations of multiple handicaps
in relation to: the individual, his/her physical en-
vironment, and the social valve system. (1)

2
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CHARACTEKISTICS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS: Identifying and Programming for
Handicapping Conditions Continued

/*TOPIC:/ Characteristics of Exceptionality: Types, Prevalence, Etiology,
Differential Diagnosis

OSTECTIVES

29. Describe those learning difficulties commonly experienced
by the mildly handicapped child. (5)

30. Familiar with the cognitive, physical, social, bCliciviuL,
and learning characteristics of devel3pmentally disabled
children and able to make necessary educational inter-
ventions to facilitate learning. (11)

31. Identify student behaviors that may indicate a need for
special services. (3)

32. Iuentify characteristicsand special needs of individuals
exhibiting va .i.ance in areas of development from ac-
cepted normal limits. (13)

33. Recognize the difference: between handicaps which re-
flect economic deprivation and cultural dictations,
which result from inadequate inteipersonal experiences
and poor mental hygiene. (11)

34. Be familiar with inter-individual and intra-individual
differences. (11)

35. Demonstrate and utilize knowledge about the normal and
deviant learning patterns of children and youth. (1)

36. Identify learning and behavioral characteristics of
individual children that indicate the need for special
teaching or management procedures. (12)

37. Recognize and describe response patterns which may.in-
dicate atypical cognitive development. (13)

38. Recognize and describe atypical social behaviors which
can affect the-normal learning pattern. (1)

39. Recognize and describe atypical intellectual develop-
ment which can affect the normal learning patterns. (1)

40. Recognize and describe delayed or precocious speech
and language behaviors which can affect normal learn-
ing patterns. (1)

41. Understand the prevention, causes, concomutants,
characteristics, and treatment of common behavior and
attention disorders such as problems associated with

22
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CHARACTERISTIC OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS: Identifying and ProgranTriai for
Handicapping Conditions Continued

aggression, withdrawal, immaturity, socialized de-
limpency, control, and the more aberrant disorders
of personality. (13)

42. Recognize and describe other atypical conditions which
may cause learning problems in specific academic areas,
e.g., tone deafness, color blindness, etc. (1)

43. Understand basic terminology used in special education
of exceptional children. (12)

44. Describe various categories of exceptional children as
they currently exist in public school education. (1)

45.Compare and contrast categorization systems and their
overlap (American Psychiatrpc Association, Association
of Mental Deficiency). (6) 0

46. Have knowledge of the prevalence of each categorical
area. (1)

47. Be familiar with the etiological factors of various
handicapping condi5ions., (11)

48. Have knowledge of the differentiation between handi-
capped and disabled. (13)

49. Be familiar with the difference hol:tween emotional
disturbance and social maladjustment. (11)

UNIT C: fgomparison to Non-Handicapped Peers

/*TOPIC: / Similarities Between Students

OBJECTIVES

1. Describe the ways in which mildly handicapped children
are similar to the non-handicapped learner. (5)

2. Recognize behavioral commonalities arming exceptional
pupils. (1)

3. Identify behavioral commonalities among handicapped
and non-handicapped students. (13)

/*TOPIC:/ Differences Between Students

OBJECTIVES

4. Understand that some handicapped children deviate from
non-handicapped children in various ways -- physically,

23
w_
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS: Comparison to Non-Handicapped Fters
Continued'

emotionally, socially, cognitively, sensorially, and
culturally. {1)

5. Know the differences between normal and abnormal be-
havior at various age levels. (11)

C. Be familiar with inter-individual and intra-individ-
ual differences. (11)
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TRAINING PRIORITY III. USE OF RESOURCES

UNIT A: Human Resources

PIOPIC:i National Resources and Services

PICIPIC4 State Resources and Services

OBJECTIVES

;

1. Know the services and expertise of various consultants,
technical assistance groups, and human service agencies
across the state. (1)

2. Identify state and regional vocational education pro-
grams for special education students. (1)

1 *TOPIC:/ Local and Oonnunity ResoUrces and Services

OBJECTIVES

3. Know the resources available within local areas. (1) M9040
9039

4. Know the specific services provide.] by community 9060
agencies. (1) 9064

9049
5. Know and uncicrstand the roles of various people within 9012

the oannunity-at-large involved with exceptional children. 9001
(1)

6. Utinte community related resources. (1)

. Recognize those professional roles and special
service agencies' necessary for referral of children
who deviate markbdly from normal developmental be-
haviors. (1)

8. Counsel the parents of exceptional children and refer
than to appropriate service agencies. (11)

9. Identify state and local vocational education programs
for special education students. (1)

iE7 School Based Resources

OBJECTIVES

10. Understand the roles of the supportive personnel. (13)

11. Work with and understand the roles of resource per-
sonnel. (3)

12. Use ancillary personnel and services (speech therapy,
physical therapy, etc.) which are required in a
school system to adequately meet the educational needs

. 25
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USE OF RESOURCES: Hunan Resources Continued

13. Establish consultative relationships with support
staff. (1)

* 14. Know the appropriate use of other available staff

or>

'n mainstreaming programs. (5)

15 Seek advice and help of available resource persons
in the school, without requesting that resource persons
assume full responsibility for solution of the problem.
(4)

16. Utilize sources of professional assistance in managing
disturbing pupils. (1)

17. Enourage are!.ccoperate with resource personnel in
helping to build a maximal learning plan for the
"special" student. (1)

18. Use the resource roam to plan and initiate special
individualized remedial instruction in arca (s) of
severe disability. (1)

19. Use the resource room to reinforce learning that
occurs in the regular class. (1)

20. Involve resource te ,-Ther, "special" student and the
rest of the class in planning tl integrate resource
roan experiences. (1)

21. Utilize resource rocus to supplement and reinforce
instruction in the regular class. (1)

22. Utilize skills of the resource teachers in planning
for the "special" student's instruction. (I)

PrIOPIC:i Classroom Resources - Aides, VOlunt,,,ars, Students

oarEcuvEs b,

23. Involve para-professional's skills to provide a maxi-
mum of individual contact with pupils. (1)

I

24. Utilize volunteers to give individualized instruc-
tior to "special" students in order to allow more
rapid progress. (1)

25. Enlist volunteers to provide assistant in classroom
activities which the "special" student would not be
able to participate in alone. (1)

26. Monitor the efforts of aides and volunters. (1)

27. Organize classroom activities to obtain maximum
benefit from volunteers, aides, and tutors. (12)

26

M9040
9039
9038
9071

9012
9012
9003

M9038
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Ug It OF REtt.RCES' Hunan Resources Continued

28. Manage classromm affairs in order to get madman
benefit from supervising ides, tutors, etc. (14)

29. Develop Ils in peer training. (15)

30. Use cross-age and cross-grade grouping as a teach-
ing strategy. (1)

31. Use peer or crops -age tutoring in appropriate
situations. (12)

UNIT B: Media and Material Resources

LETIEJ Multi -media Resources and Equipment (games, TV, music)

oarEcrwEs

1. Utilize audio-visual equipment and other mechanical
aids, (14)

2. Acquire, adapt, and use educational materials in-
cluding audio-visual aides for increasing teaching
efficiency. (11)

3. Improvise instruction fram a wide variety of equip-
ment (calculators, newspapers,. musical instruments,
games). irn

4. Use a wide variety c :' educational resources, e.a.,

television, films, games, simulation, audio-learn-
ing modeler specimens and graphics. (1)

5. Demonstrate e ective use of library facilities,
educational ma rials, instructional media, and
other educatio 1 technology appropriate to the
learning char eristics of mainstreamed exceptional
chilOrpa_

6. Select instructional materials and media based on the
profile of strengths and weaknesses of the exc--T-
tional learner. (13)

7. DiscoVer, secure and/or construct a variety of teach-
ing materials and games. (1)

8. Provide adapted and/or supplemental materials and
media to meet the needs of the exceptional learner.
(13)

PTOPIC:7 Selection, Modification of Commercial Materials

2!

M9096
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USE OF RESOURCES: Media and Material Resource -ontinued

0111EtTIVES

L

9. Preview all multi-media materials selected for
classroom use. (1).

10. Understand characteristics of materials that
bear consideration in selecting materials ap-
propriate for specific learning situations (format,
process, grade level, etc.). (1)

11. Select and develop materials activities appropriate
for individualized instruction. (14)

Z2. Select and utilize instruction materials appropriate
for exceptional children in the regular classroom.
(1)

13. Select instructional materials and media based on
the profile of strengths and weaknesses of the ex-
ceptional Learner. (1)

14. Select and utilize instructional materials related
to vocational )skills. (1)

15. Select or develop remedial materials to accarodate
specific skill deficits (auditory, visual, kinesthetic) .

' (12) .

21 16. Discover, secure and/or construct a variety of teach-
ing materials and games. (1)

17. Desrribe and demonstrate a process for determining
the readability level of instructional materials. (13)

18. Evaluate instructional materials and media in terms
of meeting the needs of exceptional learners. (13)

19. Provide adapted or supplementa.l. gaprials and media
to mkt the-needs-af-tie-exceptskonal learner. (13)

20. Prepare materials for volunteers to use when giving
assistance to other students. (1)

/*TOPISJ Development, Use of Teacher-Made Materials

ORTECTIVES

21. Improvise instruction from a wide variety of equin-
ment (calculators, newspaper, musical instruments,
games). (1)

22. Develop tasks which are in each student's range of
ability to perform. (1)

23. Select and develop materials/activities appropriate
for individualized instruction. (14)
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USE OFIRESOURCES: Media and Material Resources Continued

24. Selet-loirativlop remedial materials to ac-
cammodate specific skill deficits (auditory,
visual, kinesthetic). (12)

25. Develop teacher -made materials to meet the needs
of the exceptional learner. (13)

26. Discover, secure or construct a variety of
teaching materials and games. (6)

27. Develop and effectively use instructional
materials., (1)

[*TOPIC:/ Environmental Resources - Field Ttips

OBJECTIVES

28. Develop plans for a wide choice of field trips
that allow students first hand experiences in
areas of school learning. (1)

Ifformation and Material Retrieval Systems

013.TECTIVES

29. Demonstrate effective use of library facilities,
educational materials, instruciVal media, and
other educational technology appropriate to the
learning characteristics of mainstreamed exceptional

children. (1)

30. Know potential sources of information about in-
structional materials. (1)

431. Identify various resources and ?rces of informa-
tion on the nature of qpecific handicapping con-
ditions, instructional guides, etc. (6)

32. Demonstrate knowledge-of the retrieval and the util-
-itatibb--OT-1-nstructional neterials.

33. Know how to access a materials retrieval system.
(13)

34. Utilize available resources in order to fulfill
requirements of an individually prescribed program.
(5)

!*TOPIC:' Evaluation of Instructional Materials and Media

OBJECTIVES

35. Evaluate and use appropriate commercial educational
resources and materials. (1)

36. Evaluate instructional materials and media in terms
of meeting the needs of exceptional learners. (13)

20
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TRAINING PRIORITY IV. INDrVIDLMIZED EDUCATIONAL mAnv,Emarr

UNIT A: Coordination, Referral and Staffing

/4410pIC:i Readiness for IEP Process

OBJECTIVES

1. Communicate purposes, programs, and goals of
education to other professionals. (1)

2. Communicate effectively with ancillary per-
sonnel concerned with all areas of excep-
tionality. (1)

3. Understand the information provided in cumu-
lative folders are appropriate for screening.
(1)

4. Understand which demographic data from cumu-
lative folders are appropriate for screening.
(1)

5. Understand when to ask for assistance from a
specialized teacher or school psychologist. (1)

6. Interpret background information froth' permanent
records in order to determine a student's needs
and abilities. (1)

7. Consolidate the information o fined from formal

and informal evaluation and p epare individual
education program. (11) s,

8. Interpret and relate test information in order
to determine a child's strengits and weaknesses.
(1)

9. Know the:IEP process of educational decision
making. (2)

410. Explain the role of IEP team rs including
the teacher's own role. (13)

11. Choose and integrate selective information from
various sources and utilize it in planning an
educational program. (1)

PrIOPIC:7 Utilization of Referral Process

OBJECTIVES

12. Maintain pertinent records on a child for the
purpose of referral to specialists if neces ry. (12)

3' 0 y

M9091
9021
9025
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INDIVIDUALIaD EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT: Coordination, Re4erral and Staffino Continued

13. Know the referral procedure in the school
system. (11)

14. Know the referral procedures currently in
use in,various school systems. (5)

15. Demonstrate knowledge of referral channels
for community agencies. (13)

16. Explain the appropriate referral channels
for community agencies. (13)

17. Know the types of persons and disciplines
available through referral for conducting
assessment. (1)*

18. Know where to refer student problems beyond
what can be handled by the teacher. (14)

/*TOPIC:7 Staffing Procedures

OBJECTIVES

19. Have knowledge of staffing procedures. (1)

20. Identify and compare a\rariety of staffing
patterns. (13)

21. Describe the ways school staffs utilize

t
evaluation to to make educational decisions
for the spe al students. (13)

22. Design (with others) alternative instructional
programs for students exhibiting different
types of handicaps, giftedness or talents. (13)

23. Cooperate with colleagues (special educators,
counselors, previous teachers) in.developing
cippropLidie o jeuLives-and-learning experiences
for each child. (2)

24. Participate in team approaches to planning and
implementing educational management systems for
students in different academic settings. (13)

/*TOPIC:' Shared Decision Making - Team Participation
.0*

OBJECTIVES

25. Participate in shared responsibility team ap-
proaches in diagnosis such as interdisciplinary
staffing that involves the planning and imple.
mentation of assessment. (13)

M9097
9088
9084

9083
9091

9075
9028
9015
9026
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INDIVEDLIALIZED EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT: Coordination, Referral and Staffing Continued

M9025
9023.

26. Extend the principles and outcomes of
individual assessments through participa-
tion in collaborative efforts with the

-1hictiii:M3g1mmunity agencies, and state and

federal agencies, for the purposes of
placement and educational plugiamming. (13)

27. Assist educational team in development of
individualized educational plans (IEP) for
mainstreamed children. (15)

28. Participate in shared responsibility team
approaches to full service educational pro-
gramming responding to the heeds of stud-
dents exhibiting different types of handi-
caps, giftedness or talents in different
educational settings. (13)

29. Assist in delineating individual staff roles
and responsibilities for development and
implementation of individualized educational
programs for exceptional children. (13)

30. Cooperate with colleagues in developing ap-
propriate objectives and learning experiences
for each child. (2)

31. Participate in team approaches to planning and
implementing educational management systems. (13)

32. Collaborate with other teachers or administrators
in planning teaching activities. (14)

33. Be able to relate the specific needs and con-
cerns of the parents to other school related per-
sonnel. (1)

34. Demonstrate working knowledge for participation
in the IERpracess___as_it_maysyccur_in_e given
regular education setting. (3)

35. Cooperate with colleagues (special educators,
counselors, previous teachers) in developing
appropriate objectives and learning experiences
for each child. (1)

36. Participate as a member of an interdisciplinary
team in planning an educational program for pu-
pils with special needs. (1)

39
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT: Coordination, Referral and Staffing Continued

37. Participate in shared responsibility or team
approaches to prescriptive programming Such
as the interdisciplinary staffing involved in
the planning and implementation of an indivi-
dualized academic program. (13)

38. Function effectively as a member of an in- IF
structional/diagnostic team in programming
for mainstreamed exceptional children. Ti)

39. Share resu,ts of the basic competency system
with the principal, building colleagues and
parents. (10)

UNIT B: IEP Development

/*TOPICil Writing an IEP M9100
9065

OBJECTIVES 9047
9087

1. Obnstruct an individualized program of in- 909r
structional acliivity for a single child. (5) 9008

9063
2. Prepare individual education plans and re- 9075

lated record-keeping systems for claStroom 9073
use. (6) 9028

9018
3. Write an educational program for each indi- 9011

vidual child according to his specific learn- 9005
ing problems and needs. (11) 9024

9023
/*MIDI:74 Implementation and Evaluation of the IEP

ORTECr2IVES

4. Implement an individualized nstructional ro-
gram developed by or in cooperation with an-
cillary personnel. (13)

5. Know procedures by which existing curriculum mate-
rials can be adopted to individualiza in-
structional programs. (5)

6. Plan and corAinate the activities of the re-
source and regular classrooms to meet the com-
mon goals of the student. (12)

7. COordinate regular and special education pro-
grams for individual pupils. (1)
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8. Ppavide comprehensive learning sequences
and long' range instruction for acccmpaish-
ing specific educational objectives for main-
streamed exceptional children. (1)
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TRAINING PRIORITY V. SCHOOL WIDE PLANNING, ROLES, AND INSERVICS TRAINING

UNIT A: Planning and Inservice

f*TOPIC:i School-wide Planning

OBJECTIVES

1. Know procedures for communicating with
special educators. (5)

2. Knave procedures for communicating with the
school administration in matters related to
the mildly handicapped child. (5)

3. Participate in school-wide planning of needs
assessment with specialists, principal and
other teachers. (1)

4. Participate in school-wide planning for the
utilization of the resources of Jchool sup-
port staff. (1)

5. Plan and coordinate the activities of the re-
source and regular classrooms to mee',: the
common goals of the student. (1)

6. Plan with whole school staff for activities
that involve students of different abilities
acrDss graCe lines. (1)

7. Participate in school wide planning to in-
volve parents and other volunteers in the ac-
tivities of the class. (1)

/*TOPIC:i Professional Inservice Training (Building Level)

OBJECTIVES

8. Oommunicate to colleagues effective procedures
for mainstreaming the mildly handicapped child.
(5)

9. Maintain professional relationships with other
teachers and administrators (14)

10. Conduct inservice programs for school personnel
on the topic of mainstreaming. (12)

11. Involve teachers at various grade levels and
other pupil personnel staff in planning and con-
ducting learning activities. (12)

35
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SC AL WIDE PLANNING ROLES AND INSERVICE TRAINING: Planning and Inserjioe Continued

12. Aid Jther teachers in developing informal
pupil evaluative techniques. (1)

/*SWET7 Paraprofessional tt-airing (Including Parents) M9099
9035

OBJECTIVES 9052
9062

13. Recruit, select, train, and monitor aides 9061
or volunteers (parents) to assist with 9068
dassroan activities. (12) 9071

14. Identify and train appropriate support per-
sonnel (aides, volunteers, parents, peer,
tutors) to tnplement specified teaching/
learning procedures for identified eligible
learners. (10)

15. Provide frequent performance feedleck to
aides and volunteers. (1)

16. Instruct parents in techniques that will
reinforce efforts at school. (1)

17. Instruct parents in runedial techniques
so that students receiving help at school
can receive similar help at home.

UNIT B: Role Relationships

FiEiiE7 Roles of Personnel

OBJECTIVES

1. Describe the expected roles and functions
of the following school petsonnel in pro-
viding special services to handicapped stu-
amts in least restrictive enviroments:

a. School principals or other ad-
ministrative heads

b. Pupil suppsrt personnel (school
psychologists, social workers,
reading specialists, speech thera-
pists, etc.)

c. Special education teachers
d. Resource teachers
e. Non-professional staff
f. School board members (6)

2. TO identify the interactive toles and responsi-
bilities of various groups of educators (regular
teacher, resource teacher, school 9%ial worker,
school nurse, school psychologists, counselors,

9028
9017
9015
9022
9003

M9095
9057
9070
9083
9073

9002
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SCHOOL WIDE PLANNING, ROLES, AND IutERVICE TAINING: Role Relationships Continued

and administrators) in promoting the approach
of shared responsibility in order to success-
fully implement least restrictive policies. (1)

3. Demonstrate knowledge of the role of the admin-
istrator in mainstreaming progfams. (5)

4. Identify the problems which school personnel must
resolve to fulfill their expected roles and func-

t

tions in providing special services to handi-
capped students in least restrictive environments. (6)

5. Describe the various instructional models for
mainstreaming and the role realtionships of per-
sonnel within each. (13)

6. Demonstrate an awareness of the role of the
classram teacher in mainstreaming programs. (5)

7, Know the roles and responsibilities of the special
education teacher. (5)-

8. Know the role of the special educator in main-
streaming programs. (5)

0. Describe the relationships that need to exist
' between the regular educators and the special

educators. (5)
...

10. Understand the role regular and special educators
are to play on placement committees. (5)

11. Khow the role and campoAion of the COmmittee on
the Handicapped. (6)

12. Specify the alternatives available should one
wish to challenge the recommendations of the Cbm-
mittee on the Handicapped, (6)

13. Know the function of a special services team as a
placeoent committee serving handicapped students.
(1)
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IRAINIIC PRIORITY VI. TEACHING TECHNIQUES

WEbo 41dEII1DaSty101AnciitIdalities

/*TCPIC1/ Learning Styles and Modalities

OPJECTIVES

1. Adapt teaching style to the learning
style of each individual learner. (11)

2. Define learning styles and teaching
styles. (13)

3. Develop a styles profile on a student and
yourself. (13)

4. Understand various styles of learning ex-
hibited by children. (1)

5. Identify the learning modality of each
individual child. (11)

6. Identify children's learning modalities
through informal evaluation. (11)

7. Develop learning centers - modality
specific. (1)

8. Gear instruction tc the problem solving,
inductive/deductive thinking level. (14)

9. Provide a variety of instructional ap-
proaches from concrete to abstract when pre-
senting new concepts. (1)

Teaching Styles and Approaches

OBJECTIVES

10. Know of at least five different instructional

formats (e.g., station, contracts, learning
packages, programmed instruction, activity
cards, etc.) that can be used to help manage
an instructional program. (1)

11. Achieve learning objectives through independent
study, group investigation, programmed instruc-
tion, learning center, inquiry method. (12)

12. Determine what teaching technique is best for a
particular intended outcome. (14)
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TEACHING TECVNIUJES: Learning Styles and Modalities Continued

13. Know the fundamental principles of
instruction. '(i1)

14. Distinguish between teacher-directed and
child-directed instructional patterns. (5)

15. Understand various styles of teaching used
by teachers. (1)

16. Identify appropriate teaching/learning pro-
cedures to increase the learner's rate of
skills acquisition. (10)

1 Design and develop units of instruction ac-
cording to children's interests. (11)

18. Use the inductive approach of instruction. (11)

4

19. Use the problem solving approach of instruc-
tion. (11)

20. Transform abstract concepts to concrete
forms. !11)

21. Match concrete materials to teach abstract
forms. (11)

22. Set up learning centers in the classroom to
enrich and enhance children's experiences. (11)

23. Know the concepts of mastery lt....,rning and ove--
learning. (II)

24. Determine experiences and skills of class members
and/or their families that can be shared with
the class. (1)

25. Use a variety of teaching modes, including:

expository-verbal, problem solving, negotiating.

inUPICI Interaction With Students

OBJECTIVES

(1)

1

M9038
9047
9090
9078
9056
9089
9032
9030
9034
9060

26. Use varied techniques to stimulate student responses
and participation. (12)

27. Identify teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil inter-
actions in the classroom. (1)

28. Use teacher-pupil planning to foster learning
initiative and responses via verbal, written

33
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and media formats as these relate to
independent study, learning dyads, triads,
small and/or large group instruction. (1)

29. Use effective questioning strategies. (13)

30. Demonstrate a variety of verbal and non-verbal
strategies for communicating with students. (1)

UNIT.B: Individualized Instruction

1

InStructional Systems. Principles

OBJECTIVES

M9I00
9099
9054
9065

1. Specify and implement an individualized teach- 9047
ing procedure for each instructional objective. 9087
Each procedure will dra fram one or more of 9091,
the following instructional elements: 9000

a. teaching method 9004
b. instructional material
c. consequence for appropriate student

response (4)

2. Individualize the four oonponents of program
development and management (rate, style, con-
tent ana environment). (2)

3. Identify factors that may contribute to or
prevent individualized differences in students.
(1)

4. Design a system of teaching procedures that
pro' -delis-for individual differences in stu-
dents. '(1)

5. Organizea classroom for individualized ill-
struction. (1)

6. Master the concepts related to the Jevelopment
and management of instructional nrograms for
exceptional children. (2)

7. Maintain individualized remedial orogra' in
coordination with group activities. (1)

8. Strengthen the use of an existing sensory
-4a:nel when the use of one or more has
desi:royed or impaired. (1)

9. Design individualized academic programs for
students exhibiting different learning rates
and styles. (13)

40
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TMCHING =NIMES: Indiyidualized instruction Continued

Methods for Instructional Delivery

oarEcrms

10. Select and utilize a variety of indivi-
dualized teaching methods to instruct
each student within his/her level or
capability of functioning. (1)

11. Develop techniques for individualizing
all instruction to meet the specific
learning needs and styles of each student.
(1)

12. Use varied techniques to stimulate stu-
dent responses and participation. (1)

13. Adapt material in the content areas to
child's ability level. (1)

/*TOPIC4 Media and Naterials

OBJECTTVES

14. Utilize Multi-me4ia approaches to stimulate
student responses and enhance concept forma-
tion. (1)

15. Adapt instructional materials in accordance
witk.the exceptionalities of the individual
child.

---T6. Understand teacher variables that influence
materials usage (tine,. preference, etc.). (1)

17. Adapt instructional strategies to meet in-
dividual needs of exceptional children. (3)

i'*110PIc:i Methods for Task Completion

OBJECTIVES

C

18. Utilize games, films, etc., to stimulate stu-
dent responses. (1)

<-

19. Deyelop tasks which are in each, student's
range of ability to perform. (12)

20. Communicate clear directions to the student. (13)

21. Provide alternative tasks and/or set differential

t
expectations regarding completion of work,
based or. %:.e present level of student skills. (4)
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TENCHING TECHNIQUES: Indigidualized Instruction Continued

LI.:"TOPIC:i Methods for Reinforcement and Feedback

OBJECTIVES

22. Provide clarifying feedback when an error
occurs in a response. (1)

23. Provide feedback to children on assigned
task. (1)

24. Recognize and reinforce accompliShments
of the student. (121

ti

M9062
4054
9060

25. Provide frequent success experiences for
1

each learnerf

26. Observe student responses, note students
who don't follow directions, and if necessary,
alter the content and structure of future
directions for individual students. (4)

Fil.DPI:7 Student Differences and Abilities

OBJECTIVES

27. Use Icnowledge of the individual capabilities and
interest Jf each student to plan learning activities. (1)

28. Design learning environments that consider
individual learner.needs with respect to
mobility and skill acquisition. (1)

29. Teach skills for independent functioning and
encourage students to work independently at
times. (1)

30. Adapt expectations to the ability of the bright
est and the dullest child in the classroom
and keep within the maturity and interest levels
of each child. (11)

UNIT C: Grouping

f*TOPICI Methads for Group Instruction

OBJECTIVES

1. Specify and prepare a variety of acto.vities
that will involve the entire class in grouping
patterns that are varied and flexible. (1)

42
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TEACHIM TECHNIQUES: Grouping Continued

2. Provide for a coMbination of individual,
small-group, and large-group activities
within the classroom. (12)

3. Provide small "group instruction based on
identified student needs. (13)

4. Decide on appropriate pupil grouping
procedures for instruction. (14)

5. Develop individualized learning tasks which
allow each student in the group to accom-
plish a similar goal. (1)

6. Organize the bass into a demographic so:nal
group in which each student has responsi-
bility for and a voice in group decisions. (1)

7. Organize group activities that challenge stu-
dents to work in several levels of difficulty
with each student working at an optimal level. (12)

8. Use variety in classroom grouping organization
to allow students of differing abilities to work
together. (1)

9. Structure group learning activities which enable
a low achieving student to take part in a meaning-
ful way, yet not always be in competition. (1)

10. Use methods cif group and individual student
management. (1)

11. Organize and conduct group tasks to encourage
interdependency. (1)

12. Involve the class in establishing group learn-
ing and behavioral goals. (12)

/*MPIC:i Grouped Instruction Based on Student Needs.

OBJECTIVES

13. Mbdify and/or design learning activities within
a wide range of difficulty so that students
with varying abilities can participate at their
own level, pace, arid_ style. (1)

14. Develop group activities within the range of
experiences of the students in the group. (1)

15. Group children who demonstrate similar academic
strengths and deficits, as well as students who
exhibit similar interests in a common task. (13)

43
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TEPiCHING TECHNIQUES: Grouping Continued °

16. Organize learning centers that will allow
students to choose activities best suited
to their learning style and interest. (12)

17. Select grouping patterns that challenge
each student to work to his/her optimal

radlity./ (1)

18. Arrange and conduct work groups appropriate
for yarious exceptionalities. 41)

19. CrOanizenters of a'ctivitiesthat will
arlow students to choose activities that
best suit their learning style. (1)

20. Demonstrate flexibility in carrying out a
program of instruction, including the ability
to r ply a variety of instructional patterns

and grouping to accommodate the needs and to
capitalize on the strengths of mainstreamed
exceptional children. (1)

21. Utilize methods, materials, time schedules,
space arrangements, teacher role, and group-
irr in accordance with the major needs of
the chi..1.9ren. (11)
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MINIM PRIORITY VII-CLASSROOM mANAmmarr

;>j

UNIT A: Physical Arranqementi.and Classroom Scheduling

/*I1OPIC:i Organization and Application of Physical Space
In Classrooms

QMICTIVES

1. Understand the physical characteristics
of the good classroom teaching situation,
including materials, equi0lent, furniture
space limitations, etc. (1).

, .

2. Know about matching space arrangements with
learning activities and available resources.' (1)

3. Design and utilize,various physical arrange-
ments;for organizing a room in .order to ef-
fectively meet the needs of various children
and learning situtations. (1)

.4. Provide a classroom that is' free from archi-
, tecturaI\and arrangement barriers for those

student a,\ parents, aides and other teachers
with Mol# ity problems. (1)

5. Identify\a iety of space arrangements and
match the spàc cue arrangements with activities

and'resourceS. -113)

6. Plan the physicaj layout of the classroom to
meet the instructional needs of alI.children.
(13)

7. Organize centers-of interest that allow both
sedentary and mobile activities. (I) -

8. Arrange furniture-to provide flexible group-
ing patterns and open space. (1)

9. Arrange the physical environment (e.g., deciding
on seating arrangements; etc.). (14)

/*TOPIC:i Knowledge of Other Ciassroank Features-

0117ECrIVES

10. Know the consequences for instruction of
specific classroom features such as noise
level, lighting, temperature, ventilation. (1)

11. Assess the learning environment in terms o'f
territoriality, density, color, and proximity. (13)

VI*

M9103
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: Physical Arrangements and Classroom Scheduling Continued

pICIPIC4,,Extending Learning Beyond the Classroom

OBJECTIVE
A- *

12. Develop a method, lesson, or strategy for
expanding the learning environment beyond the
classroom. .(13)

416

/*'1OPIC:/ Developing Schedules for Classrooms

OBJECTIVES

13. Develop'an efficient schedule for. teaching,
assessment, and liaison work. (12)

14. Assess and employ educational constraints
and options operating within-the;teaching-
learning situations, e.g., class size,
teaching load 'and schedule, legal, learning
resource accessibility, cultural climate: (1)

15. Develop a flexible time schedule that pro-
vides for the learning, physical and social ,
needs of each Student. (1)

16.0Understand appropriate classroom schedules
that can accommodate children with various
exceptionalities. ur

1< Develop, schedule: And maintain, on a regular
basig, a variety of grouping-patterns that
provide opportunities for studeits to reach
class goals, both social and acadegic. (1)

18. Compare a vriety of record-keeping, schedul-
ing, planning, monitoribg, and coding systems
utilized inindividualizad classrooms. (13)

UNIT B: Behavior Managment

f*TOPICi Knowledge of Behavior Management,Sirsbans.

4
0113ECTIVES

,k4-

-1. Understand,the'historical development, charac-
teristics-amittions, and limitations of alter-
native educational settings. (13)

2. Understand the characteristics of specific ed-
ucational,manigement systems needed to provide
an accommodating environment. (13)

4

4c.
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CLASSROMMMWEIMENT: Behavior Management Cbntinued

3. Identify major managment considerations
in a multiple activity learning environ- 'M9042
ment. , (13) 9086

9076
4. Identify student behaviors that are 9075

crucial to effective 'operation of an in- 9028
dividualized classroom.. (13) 9007

5. Organize curricula around meaningful
social and academic experience using dev-
elopmental and learning theories. (1),

,6. Know the overall process of influencing,
behavior. (1),

7. Know several models of behavioral inter-
vention. (1),

8. Identify a variety of behavior management
techniques and develop skills in selecting
appropriate techniques to manage individual
and/or group behavior. (1)

9. Understand the influence of ,classroom struc-

ture (e.g., grouping, seating, rules,.etc.)
on behavior. (1)

10. Understand managment versus modification of
- behavior. (1)

11. Know procedures for preventive planning. (1)

12. Identify behaviors that are a "Problem" and
determine what type of response is appropriate.
(13)

13. Understand haw to use 'and evaluate various
behavior management techniques. . (1)

14. Know alternative behaviarmanagement tech-
niques to substitute when change is neces-
sary. (1)

15. Identify contingency management principles that
affect student behavior. (13)

16. Know how antecedent variables can influence
behavior. (1)

r F.

17. KnoW how consequen variables can influence
.Lehavior. (1)

4,

9027
9024
9001
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gLiA,RMANAGEr:BehaVior Management dontinued

18v-Know the proper application 'of the
. Prepack Principle. (1)

19:1Knaw haw to use modeling to influence
behavior. (1)

20. Develop skills in successive approxi-
nation strategies to accomplish desired
behaviot goals. (1)

/4"10PIC4 Application. of Behavior Management Principles

011.71FrIVES
,

21. manage' 'a variety of behavioral problem.
(1)k

22. Design behaviorlmaniwnent programs in-
cluding strategies related to behavior
modification, group dynamics, inter-
action analysis, behavior therapy, as well
as life space management therapp, (13)

23.*Apply adequate behavior management tech-
niques and measures to meetthe learning
goals set for the class and each indivi-'
dual student. (1)

24. Apply behavior managment skills in improv-

ing ttle academic performance and the general
classroom, behavior of mainstreamed handi-
capped and normal students. (1)

25. Apply principles of learning to particular
objectives, situations, and learners; i.e.,
motivation, rate, degree, learning, reten-
tion, transfer, reinforcements and practice.
(1)

26. Carmunicate clear directions to the stu-
dent in terms of the precise behaviors t.6
be demonstrated, (1)

27. Select some environmental changes that can
help modify. or prevent unacceptable be-
havior. (13)

28.1Manage inappropriate behavior so that the
child displays a consistent low frequency of
suclvibehavior. (12)

-e-

=
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMEW: Behavior Management Q)ntinued

29. Manage 'deviant classroom and play-
ground behavior so that each learner
will display a consistent low fre-
quency of such behaviors. (8)

30. Pair students in order to encourage
imitation of adequate peer behavior. (1)

31. Use appropriate behavior management tech-
niques which promote self-managenent and
student responsibility. (1)

i*DOPIC:i Establishing Classroom Standards and Limits

oanEcapEs

32. Develop with students rules for appropriate
behavior in the classroom, and consequences
for adherence'to or breaking cf the rules: (4)

'43

, 33. Demonstrate ability to identify a personal
set of behavior standards and limits for all
persons in a learning environment. (1)

/*TOPIC4 Observing Student Behaviors

OBJECrIVES,

34. Use methods for systematically observing
pupil's behavior. (11)

35. Describe student actions in behaviorally
specific terms. '(13)

/*TOPIC4 Reinforcement of Positive Behavior

OBJECTIVES

36. Demonstrate knowledge and ability to design
and manage a learniri4 environment in order
to enhance and reinforce One's behavior-
values, including operant principles and p0-
cedures. (9)

37. Identify a variety of-ways of reinforcing de-
sired,behavior. (1)

38. Give recognition and reinforce accomplish-
ments of the student. (1)

39. Structure success ex?eriences for the stu-
dent. (1)

M9408

M9059
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9028

M9062
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CLASSRMIDWOLEMENT: Behavior Nk t continued

40. Acknowledge appropriate haviors in each
student in order to st* ate continued
effort. (1)

41. Structure situations to all, the student
to manifest appropriate behavi,,r: rein-
force the desired behavior when it occurs.
(1)

42. Reinforce behaviors to teach the c ld the
range of behaviors which are acCeio 4ble in
the Classroom. (1) 1

43. Evaluate reinforcement schedules and re-
wardswards and implement change when evaluation
shews they are no longer bringing desired
outcomes. (1)

UNIT C: Classroom Climate and Group Le ia aership

PTOPIC:1 Establishing Positive Classroom Climate

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop.a trusting relationship with stu-
dents through fairness, consistency and
openness. (1)

2. Provide opportunities for open communica-
tion among students. (14

3. Use questioning procedures that promote
interaction discussion. (14)

4. Plan wich the class for systematic ap-
praisal and improvement of the psycho-
logical climate cf the glass. (1)

5. Intralammt instikictiohal procedures which
are specifically designed to enhance teacher-

.,

pupil 'relationihips. (1)

6. Provide a warm, supportive classroom
climate. (12)

7. Decide upon whic'' methods of classroom dis-

cipaihe to use E.!d when to use them. (14)

8. Encourage children to untierstand and ac-

cept the feelirt and beliefs of others. (12)

_
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CILASSROOM 2441913EMENr: Classroom Climate and Group Leadership Continued

9. Respond appropriately to feelings,
mods and achievements of.pupils of
different abilities and backgrounds. (1)

10. Establish a positive set for learning
by expr4sing expectation of abhieveuents..
(1) ,g10

11. Identify positive charactgristics of
student's behavior. (13)

12. Provide emotional support and/or to
teach children new behavior responses. r,(1)

13. Offer individual help'to,studehts who need
it an&encourage students to help each other.
(1)

14. Identify special talents of each student
by giving opportunities for than to be ex-
pressed. (1)

is. Emphasize strengths of each student by giving
opportunities for, than to be expressed. (1)

16. I3entify student attitudes in order to
better relate to problems. (14)

17. Use knowledge of -Ilome situations that in-

fluence behavior at school in developing
plans. (1)

, 18. Stimulatir in the student the will to learn
on his own initiative. (14)

19. Facilitate/development of pupil responsibil-
ity. (14)

20. Su ort,,othrs in the acceptance of con-
sequence Of their action e (1)

PRDPIC4 Relatilnship Between Handicapped and Non-
Handicapped Peers

4.4

OBJECTIVES

21. Identify the manner irughich the peer group
influences each individual in the group, and
to direct apd participate in group pro-

%

cesses in order to enhance the participation
of mainstreamed exceptional children. (1)

4k,
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CLASSROMINVOLOAERF: Classroan climate and Group Leadership Continued

22. biscover ways to help "special"
dent become a part of the class group. (1)

23. Build a climate of acceptance for the
"special" student by including hiM/her
in all class activities. (1)

24. Establish a set of guidelines for pro-
moting peer acceptance of children with
special needs ih a rular classroom pro-

, gram. (6)

N

25. Understand various ways of preparing mem-
bers of a class to accept exceptional
children, e.g., films, group discussion,
role playing, etc. (1)

. 26. Provide emotional Support for "special"
students through .use of peer pairing. (1)

27. Insure that the "special" student parti-
cipates in same way in all leadership
activities and responsibilities in which
the other students areinvolved. (1)

28. Identify indicators of anxiety in situa,-
tions where there is interaction between
handicapped persons and non-handicapped
persons. (6)

/4"110PIC Crisis Intervention

OBJECTIVES

29. Know how particular behaviors of handi-
capped persons are influenced by events
and circumstances of their "total life
space." (6)

30. Use life space interviewing techniques as
a teaching and crisis behavior management
tool. (9)

/*TOPIC4 Coping with Connie,: and Frustration

,OBJECT

31. Identify alternatives for teaching students
to manage, conflict and frustration. (9)

32. Use problem solving/skills in resolving con-
flict. (13)

4

- _
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: Classroom Climate and Group Leadership Continued
.

33. Provide instruction and practice for
each child to develop and refine ad-
equate coping strategies. (1)

/*TOPIC:i Techniques for Group Leadership

OBJECTIVES

34. Use a variety of verbal and non-
verbal strategies for communicating with
students. (13r

35. Involve students in troblem solvi

discusSions about class procedureprocedu hxIBn
relations issues, and interpersonal
behavior. (1)

36. ihstruct ".6e entire class in the use of
a variety of interaction methods. (1)

4. 371...Conduct activites (role playing, dis-
cussiohs) Which encourage an acceptance
of individual differences. (12)

38,. Iliplement a group centered teaching pro-

cedure-to increase self confidence: Fbrm
one or more of the folldwing instructional
eleMents:

a. Iristruceional Materials -
b. Teaching Method '

c. Consequence for appropriate stu-
dent response (4)

39. Provide group activities which allow eh
member of the group to be'a leader at
sometime.- (1)

\°

i*IOPIC4 Improving Student Se) f-Concept

40. Assist)mainstreamed pupils to overcome
feelings of inadequacy, fear of failure,
frustratioh and hostility. (1)

41. Plan an individual or group teaching pro-
cedure to increase self confidenceTrom
one or more of the following instructional
elements:

. a. Teaching Method
b. Instructional Materials
c. Consequence for appropriate

student response (4)

53
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'MINING PRIORITY VIII. CURRICULUM

IT A: :General Curriculum

LZOPIC:i Knowledge of Ctirriculum Development

OBJECTIVES

1. Implement an individualized data-based
instructional 'model so that every learner
can achieve,language and arithmetic cur-
ricUlum objectives. (8)

. .

2. Adapt the basic public school curriculum
to the individual child. (1)

3, Select appropriate curricupr materials.
(13)

.

4. Adapt available curriculum materials. (13)

5. Understand the influence of curriculum
on behavior. (1)

6. Select instructional activities for a
student on the basis of his profile of
strengths and weaknesses. (13)

7. Understand the process for 3etermining
the readability level of instructional
materials. (1)

8. Know the curriculum and methods of teach-
ing children with various .handicapping
conditions. (11)

9. Explain the various curricula developed
for exceptional learners with particular
developmental differences. (13)

Learning Theories and Curriculum

OBJECTIVES

10. Explain theories of child development
and their implications tor making cur-
ricular choices. ,113)

11. Organize curricula around developmental
and learning theories. (12)

12. Explain theories of learning and their
implications for curriculum choices for

M9034
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CUIFtICULtli: General Curriculum Cohtinued . .

the exceptional learner. '(13)

1
13. Identify a theory of learning used

in a given curriculum area designed for
the exceptional learner. (13)

14. Use theories of learning in making cur-
ricular choices for exceptional learners.
(13)

MOPIC:1 Common Curriculum Problems

OBJECTIVES

15. Describe the major issues surrounding cur-
riculum relevancy and some proposed solu-
tions. (13)

. 16. Identify four common types of curriculum
problems. (13).

414

5

17. Develop a systematic approach to identify-
ing and resolving curricular problems. (1)

18. Understand the common curriculum problems
encountered by exceptional children in the
regular classroom. (1)

PrTOPIC:j Knowledge of Specific Subject Matter Curriculum

OBJECPIVM

19. Specify terminal grade level arithmetic
and language curriculum objectives. (81

20. Organize/conduct an individualized and
personalized program for reading (or

'math or spelling) for an entire classroom
group. (6)

21. Match curricular programs including career
education and life planning with excep-
tional learners. (13)

2z. Evaluate present special education curriculum
to identify areas needing revision. (1)

23. ienow specialized curricula and materials
to teach reading to handicapped children.

56
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CURRICULUM: General Curriculum Continued

24. Know specialized curricula and materials
to teach perceptual and motor skills.to
'handicapped children. (11)

25, Match curriculum with social learning
needs of handicapped students. '11)

UNIT B: Task Analysis

/*TDPIC:1 Application of Task Analysis Skills

OBTECI'IV

1. Use the techniques of task analysis
in curricular sequencing.-- (1)

2. Organize the components of the learn-
ing task into a secNential and hierachical order. (1)

3. Sequence tasks from* early to late develop-
ing skills and from simple to complex
behaviors. (1)

4. Create the teaching strategy based upon
a task analysis of what is to be
taught. (1)

5. Organize instructional objectives into
a series of small directly teachable
steps. (4)

6. State an objective for each step of the
teaching process. (4)

7. Design and sequence learning experiences
to achieve learning an4l\behavioral ob-
jectives. (1)

8. Conduct a task analysis to identify
basic skills needed by each learner to
achieve specified curriculum objectives.
(12)

UNIT C: Curricular Goals

intDPIC:i General Development of Goals

OBJECTIVES

1. Set realistic goals and behavior using
sound child development knowledge. (1)

57
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CURRICULt?4: Curricular Goals Continued

2. Determine group goals for the classes4

a whole and for subsets within that class.
(1)

3. Determine individual goals that are appro-
priate, realistic, and measurable for each
student. (1)

4. Involve the class in, establishing group
learning and behavior goals. (1)

5. Use pupil activities which accomplish
specific instructional goals. 01

6. Modify strategies to' teach content area
goals in areas of materials/expectations,
instruction, and student performance levels.
(13)

7. Know developmental sequencing of learning
-. task'. (5)

8. State appropriate educational goals for
the mildly handicapped youngster. (5)

9. Aware of the necessity of identifying

specific instructional objectives to be
achieved before attempting to individualize
instruction. (5)

10. Develop long and short term go '5 for the
learner in terms of behavioral "-comes.
(1)

UNIT D: Curricular Objectives

/*/11DPIC:i Preparing for Performance Objectives

OB.TE'CTIVES

1. Identify specific instructional objectives
before alternating to individualize in-
struction. (1)

2. Develop instructional objectives which
contain:

a. A statement of the desired
behavior,

lb. the conditions under which the
behavior is to be observed,

c. the criterion for successful
student performance. (13)

58
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CURRICULUM: Curricular ObjectivesrContinued
!

1 *TOPIC:1.ObjectiveS Based on Assessment

OBJECTIVES

3. Develop specific oehavioral objectives
for the learner based upon. observational,

behavioral, and diagndstic data. (1)

4. Relate diagnostic,information to in-
structional objectives and the content
and procedures necessary for developing
individualized educational learning
programs. (1)

5. Organize a variety of diagnostic data in
a manner that can be used in developing

, instructional objectives for pupils.'' (1)

rmulate appropriate instructional ob-
jectives based on assessment information. (1)

/*IIDPICI Writing Performance Objectives

oanicrivEs

7. Organize &id write terminal-objectives
around each unit or group of lessons
with a common goal. (1) -

8. Plan teaching procedures for students
with academic and social problems after
stating the problem in belavioral terms.
(4)

4

9. Write instructional objectives which state
conditions, behavior, criteria for any
definable behavior. (8)

10. Sequence specified instructional objectives
for those basic skills needed by every
learner to achieve specified terminal cur-
riculum outcomes. (8)

/*TOPIC4 Implementing Performande"Objectives

OBJECTIVES

11. Implement prggrams.designed to meet given
instructional objectives. (1)

12. Write enroute q enabling objectives for
each daily instructional occasion. (1)

13. Adjust performance objectives to learner
needs. (1)

59
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TRAINING PRIORITY IX. ASSN AND 'Ey-lam:rim

UNIT A: Concepts and issues

Norm- Referenced VS. Criterion-Referenced Assessment

OBIDCTIVES

1. Know about a variety of strategies for
evaluating student performance (i.e.,
ways other thariqoaper-pencil tests). -(1)

2. Understand the historical development,

characteristics, functions, limitations,'
and assumptions of norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced assessmente ,T-(13)

3. Know abott appropriate and accurate pro-
cedures in the areas of: ,

a. Systematic skill analysis for
individuals. -

b. Group diagnostic'evaluation\
c. Group and individual summative

evaluation..
d. Group andindividiel formative

evaluation., (13)

4. Differentiate between efteCtie and in
effective use of group and individual diag-
nostic procedures'. (13)

5. Interpret standardized tests desigkled to'
assess learner potential-achievement and
learning mode. (8) `

_Understand the diference-between-cr-iterion-
referenced evaluation and normative referenced
evaluation. (1)

7, Assess the educational usefulness of standardized
tests (norm referenced) in regard to,classifica-
tion of handicapped students. (1)

8. Assess the educational usefulness of criterion-
referenced tests in regard .(- classification of
handicapped students. (1)

9. Measure achievement of students by comparing
progress with individual goals rather than
only with class norms. (1)

GO

M9060
9067
9044
9043
9042
9041
9080
9018
9024
9023
9004
9003
9102
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ASSESWEW AND EVALUATION: concepts and Issues Continued

"=

:1*1015IC:t Intelligence

OBJECTIVES

10. Identify various group intelligence
tests and their limitations. (1)

11. Identify individualliadministered

intelligence tests and their limitations.
(16)

/TOPIC:/ Components of Comprehensive Assessment,

OBJECTIVES

12. Understand the contents of a complete
assessment; intellectual, physical,
behavioral and academic. (1)

Professional Roles in Screening and Assessment

OBJECTIVES

13. Know the roles of school district child
evaluation personnel. (16)

14. Know the roles of non-school human service
agencies and their personnel in the child
evaluation process. (16)

Uses of (Assessment Data

OBJECTIVES

",

15. Understand proper and improper use of test.
data smi sqsessient'rsqats- (1)

A -
16. Know the role of evalution data in deter-

mining need for further evaluatipn. (16)

17. Determine the usefulness of intelligence
tests in making placement decisions. (16)

NN,

18. Determine the usefulness of intelligence
tests in developing teaching-learning
plans. (16)

19. Determine the usefulness of norm-referenced
vs. criterion-referenced achievement tests
in making educational planning and place-
ment decisions. (16)

6,1

=

(
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ASSES. 1T AND EVALUATION: Concept and Issues Continued

prIDPIC:i Guidelines for Referral

OBJECTIVES

20. Reassess placement and services to
"special" students often and on basis
of evaluation information. (1)

21. Understand when information suggests
referral for further assessment. (1)

PlOPIC:i Basic Measurement Concepts (Mean; Median, Mode)

OPJECTIVE

22. Scorteacher made tests and :Instruments
and compute the mean, standard deviation,
mode, and median. ,(11) ,

/16POPIO4 Protections in Evaluation

OBJECTIVES

23. Understand state and federal reaulations
governing the evaluation of handicapped
children. (16)

24. Know the local procedures required for
evaluation of exceptional children., (16)

23. State the meaning of "informed parental
consent",as it relates to educptional
evaluations of handicapped children. (16)

TINITB: Administration and Interpretation

plopicv Intelligence and Educational Aptitude

OBJECTIVES

1. Administer standardized tests designed to
assess learner achievement potential and
learning style. (8)

2. Interpret standardized test results in
terms of their meaning for instruction. (16)

3. Know the limitations of various group in-
telligence and achievement tests. (1)

62
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ASSFS.24ENr AND EVALUATION: Administration and Interpretation Continued

/*TOPIC:i General Educational Achievement

___OtiffrIBLES_.

4. Know the specific diagnostic instruments
commonly used in educational assessment;
i.e., 'Key Math, Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test, etc. (1)

5. Select or construct informal assessment.
methods (inventories, criterion-referenced)
to assess the student's present level of
acadeMic performance. (12)

6. Gather information to determine the educa-
tional abilities and needs of each student.
(1)

7. Use the techniques of diagnostic teaching
to assess the student's present level of
academic perforMance or learning style. (16),

8. Interpret group achievement tests. (1)

/711iTC3.J3asic Academic Skills
4

OBJECTIVES'

9. Know the diagnbstiC instruments commonly
used in educational assessment (key math,
Woodcock Reading-Mastery, Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test)

10. Select or construct informal assessment
methods to assess the students current
performance level. (12)

11. Know how to develop, administer and score
on inforMareadinq inventory. (1)

12. Obtain entry level measures for a learner
which indicate what skills the learner has
acquired. (10)

13. Identify basic competencies in the math
and language areas. (10)

14. Implement individualized diagnostic pro-
grams which include assessment in academic,
social - emotional, interest, and vocational
areas. (13)

15. Develop individual achievement tests. (1)

M9094
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L.-- ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION: Administration and Interpretation Continued

16. Gather inforration to determine the
educational abilities and needs of
each studept. (1)

17. Recommend tests ,appropriate to assess-
ment of pupil performance in given content
areas, i.e., reading, math. (I)

18. ts.nalyzes assessment data in order to
i.gtablish a profile of academic skills.

, (13)

/*TOPIC:/ Learning Style and Nbdality

OBJECTIVES

19. Identify learnxng St1 ies that relate to
the different sensory modalities, strengths
and weaknesses. (13)

20. Administer standardized (norm-referenced)
tests designed to assess learner's potential
achievement ani learning mode. (12)

21. Use thildren's behaviors such as task
completion time, problem solving approaches,
task avoidance, etc., to profile individual
learning style. (16)

i*TOPIC:i Behavioral, Social, Emotional Assessment

OBJECTIVES

. 22. Understand informal techniques for assess-
ing sociopersonal performance; i.e., socio-

_____rnetir_icinventdries,_etc._,.(1)___________

23. Specify behaviors which are observable,
countable, and unambiguous to potential
observers. (4)

24. Use individualized diagnostic programs
which include assessment in academic and
social-emotional, interest, and vocational
areas. (13)

25. Observe and measure behaviors using per-
manent product, frequency, continuous and
sample recording procedures. (10)

f*TIDPIC:7 Vocational Evaluation

OBJECTIVES

64
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ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION: Administration and Interpretation Continued

26. Utilize outside agencies such as
Vocational Rehabilitation in voca-
tional assessment of handicapped
student. (16)

,27. Utilize school-based vocational personnel
in career and vocational assessment of
students. (16)

/*TOPIC4 Learner Interest

OBJECTIVES

28. Maw available standardized interest
preference inventories. (16)

/*TOPIC:7 Environmental and Classroom Obstacles.

OBJECTIVES

and

29. Identify factors within the student and.
the environment that might interfere with
successful completion of a learningtask.

- (13)

/*TOPIC:7 Methods for Assessment

OBJECTIVES

30. Useithe checklist
nique. (1)

31. Use rating scales
nique. (1)

as an assessment tech-

/-\

as an assessment tech-

anecdotal records as an assessment
tec ique. (1)

33. Use cumulative records as an assessment
technique. (1)

34. Use structured interviews as an assessment
technique. (1)

35. Use questionnaires as an assessment tech-
nique. (1)

36. Use sociometric techniques in an assessment
technique. (1)

I-
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ASS&SSMENI` AND EVALLATION: Administration and Interpretation Continued
--t

37. Determine the extent f problem
through collection of direct observa-
tional data, on student performance. 6)

r

A 38. Understand children's behavior from a \\ -
v

social, emotional, and educational frame-
work. (1)

39. Assess baseline performance first. (1)
's-

,--

/*TOPICq Use of Cumulative Folder, Diagnostic Reports /
-,,

V OBJECTIVES

40.Developeducational programs from medical,
psychological, and diagnostic reports. (12)

F

41. Determine a student's needs and abilities
from background information in permanent
records. (12)

/TOPIC:/ Task and Error Analysis

OBJECTIVES

42. Assess error, task, and concept analysis
for different content areas., (1)

43. Perform an item analysis on given test
scores. (13)

44. Understand the process for determining a
students' independent, instructional and
frustration reading levels. ,(1)

45. Assess the level on which each student can
perform instructional tasks. (1)

Assess student readiness for beginning new
learning tasks. (1)

/*TOPIC:i Modifying Assessment Techniques

OBJECTIVES

47. Mbdify paper-pencil evaluation techniques for
various student needs. (I)

48. Adjust standardized testing material in
order to adapt for a specific handicaPpinq
condition. (1)
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ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION: Administration and Interpretation Continued

r"II3P104/ Early Identification

'OBJECTIVES

49. Provide for the early identification
of student needs. (13)

50. Know behaviors which indicate potential
learning problems in young children. (16)

UNIT C: Programming From Assessment Results

/4TDPIC:./ Grouping Students

OBJECTIVE
0

1. Use diag-ixDstic information to group
students for remediation of learning
problems. (1)

/*PDPIC:i Planning Remediation

9 OBJ

2. Identify skill deficiencies and plan
suitable rmediation activities for then. (1)

/*InPIC:i Setting .Eduoationz.. Goals

OBJECTIVE

3. Interpret test results and translate
them into educational goals. '(11)

/*TOPIO Selecting and Mbdifying Curriculum

OBJECTIVES

4. Select instructional a,-tivities for'a
student on the basis of his profile of
strengths and weaknesses, deriv from
teacher assessment and evaluat ns by
Support personnel. (1)

5. Use assessment inforr-tiun to mcaafy
curriculum. (1)

.6. Use diagnostic information to select and
use materials and media appropriate to
the needs of children. (1)

67
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AM EVALUATION: ess and ram Evaluation Record

7

Evaluation, Refoor Keepinq, e rtinct
UNIT D. Prooress and P

p"TOPIC:/-Developing J,71.6aikltaining Accurate Records

3

1. Develop a measurement system for the class-
room so thht monthly measures tare olotqlined

and recorded for e7ery laarner. (10)

2. Gather systematic information with regard
to student performacne .n relation to -

stated objectives. (4).

3. Utilize procedures which provide data on
student progress toward instructional. oh.-
jegtives. (4)

4. Make continuous assessnent an ongoing part
of tje classroom activities. (1)?

5. Employ fomal and informal assessment tech-
niques in an ongoing program. (1)

6. Maintain pertinent records on a childfor
the purpose of referral to specialists if
necessary. (1) \S

1 .7"4.7. Keep accurate records of children in all.
school :related areas. (1)

s/
;

8. Design a recording system for each child
to record his daily progress in relation to
s ted objectives. (12)

41,

-or

Choose from a variety f methods for main-
taining precise apd acuzate records of
daily progress thro the individualized
program. (13) '

iltIDP44 Grading and Reporting Progress M9028
9016

OBJECTIVES 9022
I 4002

Report

jr

4080

.9071
, -9008

9013

9902

10. Develop a progress feedback systen in coopera-
tion with the students as a part Of their
learning experience. (1)

11. Identify the major concerns with grading and
reporting student progress. (13)

1

63\
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ASSE.S&MENI` AND EVALUATION: Progress and Program Evaluation, Record :.:eeping,
Recortim, C.antinued

12. Compare and contrast a variety of ways of,
reporting Student progress. (13)

13. Ibdify an existing reporting system to re-
port the progress of a handicapped student.
(13)

14. Keep pupils informed of their academic and
social progresS. (1)

IS. Represent data on student progress for the
student in visual form, on siiple two-dippn-
sional charts. (4)

16. Reduce and ,Present data obtained from class-
room observation and measurement in tabular
and graphical form. (3)

17. Implement a program for reporting student
progress that is copatible' with theeinstruc-
tional strategy used in the classroom. (1)

18,..GMe imediate feedback on goal achieverlYant
that allows the student to tae charge of
his/her learning. (1)

J
19. Assist students in self-evaluation oE progress

toward learning and behavioral objectiws. (12)

20. Assist stints in self -eval6ation of learn-
ing arA behavaor objectives. (1)

E22.enj Evaluation Based on Objectives,and :71assroom Situations

OBJECTIVES

2r. sele :t an appropriate testing strategy
artd format for snecific,ataectives and test-
ing situadons. (13)

22. Def.,:ign pupil performance criteria to evaluate
pupil learning b(:'havior. 11)

23.-,Diagnose the learner's status in relation
t6 the educatxonal goals. (3)

24. "valuate pupils' achienent ©f iesson
.objectives. (1)

_lect or develop informal evaluation
ques to monitor the child's pr 'gyres'
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Assulsau AND EVALUATION: Progress and Program Evolution. Record Keeping,
Retorting, Continued

coward stated curricula objectives. (12)

26. Develop a variety of methods to evaluate
progress from which an appropriate one can
he selected for a given student a a given
time. (1)

L,TOPIC:1 Formative and Summative Evaluation M9022

083-EC:IVES

27. Understand the difference between criterion
referehced and normative referenced evalua-
tion. (1)

28. Evaluate change in terms of instructional
objectives and educational goals, forma-
tively (i.e., frequent and continual) and
summatively (i.e., dealing with the end
results of a teaching-learning experience).
(1)
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TRAINING PRIORITY X. COMMUNICAtION AND HUMAN RaATIONS

Unit A: Parents

/*1OPIC :/ Parent/Teacher Conferences and Counseling M9082
-9102
9060
9068
9050
9045
9004
9099
9035

9052
9062
9061
9071

9028
9017
9015
9022
9003
9040
9039

9049
9012
9901

7. Imolve parents in 33-lying problems relz.ted to
their child. (1)

OBJECTIVES:

1. Involve the student and has parents in establish-
ing learning and behavior goals. (1)

2. Involve parents in planning and setting goals
services needed by their child(ren). (1)

3. Recognize the imoortance of follow-up in counseling
parents. (1)

4. Establish a system of frequent ceedback to parents.
(1)

5. Serve as a supportive counselor for parents in
implementing a planned program for the child's
intellectual and social development. (1)

Infori th2 leacnerand hisparentsofhis progress
and a,7hieverents through parent/teacher conferences.
(1)

8. Write an oolftive summary of the learner's pro-
gress and pe:iodically communicate such ...r.forion
to the st'Jdent and his parents. (I:)

Involve students and parents in e,;aluation

.chieve-ent and setting --nntinuing -pals base-i on
the evaluation process. (1)

F.. Interview parents as a -eans of support.:ng diacnosti'7
data.

4

II. Know and understand e. .' umportance of parent in-
volvement in working exceptional children. (:)

12. grow -arious aporoaches For working wi_h parents. (11

'rat h7w t^ organIze arc condur+ rs.a:--;n* cor-
ference.

14. Identity elements that' cl-arar-4-r-:.ze a =7. essful rarer-/
.eachor con.fr..rPrpf.. (33)

17, Obtain nare,nt Input into DMA] education. (1)

16. Establish Frequr-rt cr.-mriiracation links wltn oarents. Ill ----

71
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OIAMUNICATION AND HUMAN RELATIONS: Parents Continued

17. Involve the parents as a member of the' educational
team. (1) ov

18. Conmanicate with parents iriqerms of
the educational needs of theri. chlid_and the program
to be provided. (1)

19. Explain to parents the goals and teaching techniques
used with their child. (1) ;

/*TOPIC:i Confidentiality

PrIOPI.C4 Family Dynamics

UNIT B: Staff

/*TOPIC/ Comiultative Skills

OBJECTIVES

1. Demonstrate proficiency in oannunicating with school
personnel. (2)

2. Explain techniques useful in oalmunicatina with support
personnel. (13)

3. Demonstrate tne ability to communicate both eff6alvely
and informatively with support personnel. (13)

4. Demonstrate consultation skills for obtaining information
from and giving information to other professionals. (1)

P-ToPqr4 Presentation of Proaram,:, Needs

OBJECTIV'

5. Presert exa:nples of services provided a
learner el-gible for special education services. (3)

6. Prepare a written description of serw.ce provided a
1Parner eligible for special educatior services: (8)

p-TOPICJ Pro gress Pe porting

OBJECTIVE

7. Prepar.:: written reports on tri? le'arner's progress for

the evaluation team rafters and receiving teachers. (10)

Unit C: Comruni*y

/41/77:7:7 Prsentation Procrarn, 'ice..:.

CEJECTIVES

7
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COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN RELATIONS: Oammunity Continued

1. Understand the importance of effective and accurate
communication regarding the needs of exceptional children
to other individuals and agencies. (1)

2. Describe the principles anu outcomes of full service educa-
tional programmIng to home-school outreach, community
agencies, state and federal agencies in areas of
coordinated efforts pertaining to placement and pro-
gramming. (13)

3. Participate in activities designed to promote community
awareness of the purpose of mainstreaming mildly handicapped., (1)

UNIT D: Interpersonal

/951)HE7 Communications; Verbal and Non- Verbal

OBJECTIVES

1. Seek information in order to understand. (1)

2. Utilize effective clarifying and information gathering
questions. (13)

/*TOPIC:7 Communicating Respect and Empathy

c

3

3." Identify effective and ineffective patterns of communi-
cations. (13)

4. Describe the behavior of others in non-judgmental terms. (1)

5. Encourage others to express concerns. (1)

6. Paraphrase the other's feelings. (1)

7. Listen ectIvely and attentively. (1)

8. Llsten eirpattetically. (1)

9. Respond to the expressions of others in ways that do
not have a binding or clueing effect. (1)

r---
ClOPIC

1

Developino Truc.t

OBJECTIVES

10. Demonstrate concern for others. (1)

11. Demonstrate fairness, consistency and openness.

plADIDIC4 Calmunicating Feelings

oaTEcavE

73
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TRAINIM PRIORITY XI: PROFESSIONALISM

Thit-A: Self Evaluation ..

.1SAl ..:r

.-:'ftli517.TETT Evaluation of Personal Skill6

OVECITVE5

1. Develop a personal self-evaluation method. (14):

3. Analyze his own personal style of communication in regard
to behavior toward others. (1) .

4. Assess-skills in interpersonal cannuniCations and
test personal view against the perceptions of
/others. (1) /

e..

2. Analyze personal style of communication in regard
to his' eNpectations and perceptions of others'. (1)

5. Analyze personal style of communication ,in regard
to intentions toward others. (i])

6. Demonstrate constructive rontation. (1)

7. Evaluate the effectiveness' of .personal coranunication with
teaching personneJ . (1)/

itTOPIC:i Evaluation of Program

/

OBJECTIVES

8. Evaluate instruction/instructional design. (14)

9. Demonstrate proficiency in self-assessing classroom
instructional, practices. (2)

10. EValuateAhe'effectiveness of planned andilplemented
individualized diagnostic programs utilizing such
data calecting, devices as questionnaires, rating scales
and Checklists, etc. (13)

11. EV luate the effectiveness of planned and implemented
,individualizad prescriptive programs utilizing such
data collecting devices as questionnaires, rating scales

/ and checklists. (13)

12. Evaluate attainment of performance objectives using

criterion referenced measurements in teachin61 (1)

13. Evaluate the effectiveness of,nlanned and inplemented
.behavior management programs by utilizing such data
collecting devices as questiOnnaires, rating scales,
and checklists. (13)
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PROFESSIONAL.,ISM: Self. Evaluation Continued,

14, Evaluate the effeCtiveness of full service educational
programming utilizing such data collecting devices
as_ questionnaires, rating scales, and checklists. (13)

15. Know techniques for assessing individual teaching style. (1)

16. Mbdify teaching behavior as,situations and
pupils change. (1)

17. Utilize a variety of persons, materials and other
resources for enhancing and continuing professional
growth and for evaluating the obtained outcomes. (1)

18. Develop instructional procedures orsmcdi'Eing procedures
to suit your own strengths. (14)

19. Develop (wits staff, supervisors, teachers, etc.) both
a self- improvement program for continued professional
growth and the means for evaluating sucha program. '(1)

-Unit,-B: Professional Development'

e16gR7:7 Current Issues and Research

OBJECTIVES

20. Keep abreast of developments in your own subject matter area. (14)

21. Know purposes and-resources of professional organizations in
special education. (1)

22. Utilize. professional resources to gain current information
about instructional techniques and methods. (1)

23. Utilize resources of professional organizations in
programming for the handicapped and gifted: (13)

24. Know the journals and related journals in the field
of special education. (1)

25. Know "current issues" related to the areas of
exceptionality. (1)

26, Know the reference materials and professional
literature on the education and care of the handicapped. ('11)

27. Utilize various "learning theory" concepts in order
to obtain optimum learning. (1)

28. State the rationale for mainstreaming in regard to the
following issues: efficacy studies of the academic pro -
gress of mildly handicapped students in special vs. regular
classes, labelling minority status, and-legislation. (1)

29. Demonstrate knowledge of current research findings re-
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4'PROFESSIMLISM: Professional Development continued"

gardind maingtreaming programs and their implications
for-educational practices. (5)

30. Describe the design and findings of studies which have
attempted to investigate some of the following areas:

'-the advantages/disadvantages for handicapped
children of special class placement.

-4
-the advantages/disadvantages for handicapped
children of regular class nlacement.

..,

-the ddvantages/disadvantages to non-handicappPA
children of t1 placement c handicapped chil-
dren in regular classrooms. (6)'

31. Determine fii6m reports of behaVior research which manage-
ment techwiques are likely to be most effective in

-,

managing a variety of behaviors. (1) :

-4 4

.
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APPENDIX

CCMPETENCYDOCUMMIS

. Teacher competencies, a Summary of
''competences identified by the Deans' Projects; College
of Education,--Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan, April 1977.

2. TREK Competencies, Project TREK, Child Service Center,
Porla.i, Oregon, AuguSt 1978.

3. Teacher Education and Mainstreaming Special Report,
Pennsylvania Deans' Project, July 1978.

4. Special Education in Transition: A Competency Base for
ClassrooM Teachers, M. Stephen Lilly,.Associate Professor
Dept of Spec. Edud...University of Minnesota, Duluth,
Minnesota..

5. A Training Program for Special and Regular Educators In-
volved io Mainstreaming Mildly Handicapped Children, Sandra
Cohen and Stephen Plaskon, University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville, Virginia.

6. Mainstreaming\Thildren with Special Needs: An Independent'-'
The-Beansi-Grant

Project, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.

. Classroom Management, Maine State Department of Educational and
Cultural Services, Augusta, Maine.

8. 'Responsive Teacher Terminal Competency, University of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont.

9. Behavior Management A Cdf:tetency Based Manual for InService
Training, Stanley A.,Fagen and Jeffrey M. Hill, In-Setvice
Teacher Training for Mainstreaming Series, Rockville, Mary-
land.

10. Regular Classroom Teacher Competencies, B. J. Lutes, Simons
College, Boston, Massachusetts.

11. Nature and Problems of Exceptional Children andlFamilies,
QaCsar Sultana, Old Dominion University, NOrfol*NVirginia.

12. Teacher CoMpetencies, Ruth Arnold, Stetson University, Deland,
Florida (with permission from University of-Alabama, Birmingham) .

13. Assorted Competencies - Patricia P. Kells, Kansas State Deparc-
ment of Education, TOpeka, Kansas.

14. Seven Clusters of the Teacher Needs Assessment Instrument,
Gary Ingersoll,,Universitpof Indiana.
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